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INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS FOR 
MORE THAN 70 YEARS
Whether you are part of a global 
institution, a multi-national firm,  
a boutique practice, a mid- or 
small-sized firm, a corporate legal 
department, or a government 
agency, Thomson Reuters Elite  
can provide you software products 
and services that help you broaden 
your strategic visibility over your 
business operations, simplify and 
boost firm-wide compliance, and 
confidently take on the future.

one of the most challenging parts of any crm 
implementation is the migration of legacy data. 
implementation projects often go astray when the 
data migration is incorrect or incomplete. At thomson 
reuters Elite, we have developed a fast and accurate 
process designed to easily migrate both your core data 
and your interAction® data to your new 3E® Business 
Development (formerly Business Development premier) 
database. the end result is a migration that enables  
you to get immediate return on your Business 
Development investment.

Elite has developed a migration toolkit exclusively for 
the transfer of interAction data. this powerful toolkit 
includes process templates, tools, and migration 

processes needed for a successful migration. the 
toolkit framework includes the microsoft® Dynamics® 
solution, migration processes, and installation/execution 
instructions. skilled consultants will guide you through 
the process, including making recommendations on 
which data should and should not be migrated. this 
migration toolkit works hand-in-hand with the migration 
of your core data, a process which is standardised to 
minimise errors. 

You still have complete control over what you wish to 
be migrated. if you don’t want all of the data that is 
contained in the public interAction folders, you can 
request a more customised migration to adapt to 
your needs. conversely, you can also migrate more 
than just contact and company names and addresses, 
such as custom fields, lists, activities, relationships, 
opportunities, and matters. Elite global services 
consultants can build out the migration of the additional 
data you need. 

By using the migration toolkit for interAction data, you 
can be confident that you will have a complete end-
to-end migration of all data that you want moved 
into Business Development. With this tool, you can use 
your data much more quickly and efficiently, enabling 
you to get a head start on building a robust business 
development strategy. 

KEY BENEFITS:
•	 	Shorten the time required to migrate interAction 

data, allowing you to utilise information faster

•	 	Lower risk in transferring data by using 
standardised migration

•	 	Gain control over the information migrated for 
higher efficiency

•	 	Gain maximum return on your Business 
Development investment
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PROVEN PROcESS ANd TESTEd STEPS TO  
ENSURE SUccESS
With the migration toolkit, the core data that is migrated as part of 
this framework includes all contacts and companies in the public 
interAction folders: specifically, their names, phone numbers, 
electronic addresses, and physical addresses. You can also request 
less data with a customised migration.

Depending on your usage of interAction and the quality of your 
data, you also may want to migrate custom fields, lists, activities, 
relationships, opportunities, and matters. starting from pre-built 
migration templates for each type of data in interAction, the Elite 
services will build out the migration of the additional data you need. 

Migration Process and Supporting Tools

the interAction toolkit is part of a well-defined process and supporting 
tools and templates. the Elite migration process consists of five steps:

•	 	Step	1	–	Requirements	Analysis:	our consultants will work 
with you to understand your unique migration requirements. 
requirements will be defined, reviewed, and signed off by you. 
templates to support this process include a prep guide,  
discovery agenda and presentation, requirements document,  
and a data mapping.

•	 	Step	2	–	Run	Standardised	Migration: the thomson reuters Elite 
global services team will migrate your core contact and company 
data using the standard migration framework. Data will be 
validated in Business Development to ensure accuracy.

•	 	Step	3	–	Develop	and	Run	Customised	Migration: the thomson 
reuters Elite global services team will customise the pre-built 
templates per your specification to migrate your interAction data. 
this data will also be validated in Business Development to ensure 
accuracy.

•	 	Step	4	–	Client	Validation	and	Correction: Working from a 
validation guide provided by thomson reuters Elite, you will 
validate that the data has been correctly migrated to Business 
Development. Any issues you find will be corrected by thomson 
reuters Elite, and the corrected migration will be presented back to 
you for a final validation. 

•	 	Step	5	–	Run	Production	Migration: When it is time to go live on 
Business Development, a final copy of your interAction database 
will be provided to thomson reuters Elite, and the migration will be 
run in your production Business Development environment. You can 
stop using interAction at this point.

To	learn	more	about	3E	Business	Development	or	for	a	global	list	
of office locations, visit elite.com/3e/business-development.
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using a two-pronged approach, your 
core data is migrated by a standardised 
migration process, and interAction data is 
transferred with a customised migration 
using the migration toolkit. 

http://elite.com/3e/business-development

